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Hydrostor Terra is the most cost-effective 
and flexible bulk energy storage solution, 
delivering hundreds of MWs and GWhs.

Low cost

Grid stability and ancillary services

Maximizes locational value

Emission free

Lowest installed cost/kWh available today for bulk energy 
storage, at half the cost of competing battery technologies and 
providing up to five times the life without degradation.

Patented adiabatic thermal management system is 
environmentally friendly, with no hazardous chemicals or use of 
fossil fuel, making it ideal for urban environments. 

Synchronous generation provides rotational inertia that helps 
support electrical grid stability (VAR support), spinning reserve 
and black start. 

Patented and purpose-built Terra underground air accumulator/
cavity allows for flexible project siting and delivers up to hundreds 
of MWs at four-hour to multiple-day (GWhs) duration. 

Flexible system design
Independent settings for charge, discharge and storage capacity 
help optimize system performance and meet varying client 
requirements.

Lowest total installed cost for bulk storage

With a small footprint and zero emissions, Hydrostor Terra provides operational and environmental benefits to cities and generating assets.

Total installed cost estimates for the 
Terra technology range from $150 
to $250 USD per kWh, depending 
on such factors as site location and 
system design. 

Capital investment for Terra can 
be significantly lower than other 
storage technologies. 

For example, pumped hydro requires 
large storage reservoirs and an 
extensive land footprint. At scale,  
Li-Ion batteries have a limited lifecycle 
and require numerous containers 
fitted with costly cooling and fire 
prevention systems.

Terra has many distinct advantages 
that help lower lifecycle costs 
when compared to competing 
technologies.

 − Existing site infrastructure can be 
repurposed to lower capital costs.

 − Fuel, chemical and emissions-free.
 − Less storage volume needed versus  
conventional CAES or pumped 
hydro.

 − Low-pressure, bankable surface 
equipment.

 − Small surface footprint, making it 
ideal for urban applications.
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100s of MW scale,  
GWhs of duration ♦ ■ ■ ■ ■
Flexible charge/
discharge ratings ♦ ■
Emission-free ♦ ■ ■ ■
Chemical/fuel-free ♦ ■
Small footprint  
at scale ♦ ■
30+ year lifecycle ♦ ■ ■ ■ ■
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Terra cleanly and efficiently solves today’s 
most difficult energy challenges. 

Replaces fossil fuel peaker plants

Facilitates renewables penetration 

Maximizes transmission efficiency

Delivers energy from renewables on demand

 − Generates clean peaking power 
without use of fossil fuels

 − Repurposes fossil plants with 
carbon-free energy storage

 − Provides large-scale storage to 
deliver hundreds of MWs and 
GWhs

 − Can locate in urban areas to 
supply zero-emission load 
shifting, grid balancing and T&D 
deferral solutions

 − Supplies 24-hour voltage 
support, emergency power, 
black start and power quality 
conditioning

 − Enables 24/7 renewable 
energy on demand

 − Designs for baseload and 
peaking plant applications

 − Replaces fuel shipments and  
on-site storage for fuel

 − Facilitates electrical 
independence for islands, 
micro-grids and off-grid

 − Increases renewable energy 
integration when matched with 
wind and/or solar generation

 − Maximizes project economics 
through time-shift generation

 − Eliminates renewable 
curtailment

 − Increases distributed 
renewable generation via a 
single/central storage resource 

 − Maximizes existing T&D 
capacity during off-peak times, 
helping to reduce bottlenecks 
during periods of high usage

 − Defers grid network 
investment

 − Helps eliminate need for new, 
expensive transmission lines

 − Provides reliable back-up 
power for critical areas and 
infrastructure

Fossil fuel generating assets can be repurposed with Hydrostor Terra, taking advantage of on-site infrastructure to lower capital costs.

Hydrostor Terra helps maximize value 
by enabling bulk energy storage to be 
located where it’s needed most. 

With a small footprint, zero emissions 
and the ability to repurpose existing 
site infrastructure, Terra is a 
flexible solution suited for a wide 
range of applications and system 
requirements. 

Existing fossil fuel assets already 
have in place many components 
needed to successfully implement 
the Terra technology. 

Repurpose fossil fuel plants into energy storage
By repurposing fossil-fuel assets into 
energy storage, Terra helps you:

 − Maintain profitability for existing 
infrastructure.

 − Integrate higher amounts of 
clean energy and variable energy 
resources.

 − Reduce GHG emissions.
 − Defer costly investment in network 
solutions.

 − Leverage valuable site 
infrastructure

 − Provide local grid operator with 
increased system flexibility.

 − Locate critical peaking capacity in 
urban applications.

Hydrostor and AECOM have partnered to jointly market and 
construct A-CAES systems globally.
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Small footprint
 − Small surface area requirements make it ideal for urban locations. 
 − Hydrostor Terra building dimensions are about 200 feet by 175 feet  
for a 100-MW facility.

 − 	The	finished	shaft	is	covered	with	only	ventilation	pipe	at	surface.

Water source flexibility
 − Uses salt, fresh or non-potable water sources, with no temperature 
or chemical impact on the water. 

 − Locate site within 0.5 miles of water source or use closed-loop 
system if distance to water is greater than 0.5 miles.

 − Water volume ranges between 30 and 200 acre-feet depending on 
energy (MWh) requirements.

Subsurface adaptability
 − Air storage cavity can be constructed in a variety of 
geotechnical conditions. 

 − Terra cavity depth is typically 650 to 1,300 feet. 
 − Volume of cavity ranges from 50,000 to 325,000 cubic yards, 
depending on energy (MHh) capacity requirements.

Terra siting requirements
Terra uses a patented underground air storage cavity to provide 
low-cost, long-duration energy storage that removes the 
geographic and geologic constraints associated with other bulk 
energy storage technologies. 

The air cavity can be located in a variety of settings, including 
urban areas, existing electricity generating stations, legacy mine 
sites and greenfield sites. 

How Terra works

DISCHARGE: As air is released 
to the surface from the cavity, 
water flows in via the flooded 
shaft and supply line.

CHARGE: As air is compressed 
and sent into the cavity, water 
flows out via the flooded shaft 
and supply line.

CHARGE CYCLE DISCHARGE CYCLE

Use electricity from grid or renewable 
sources to compress atmospheric air.

Release compressed air from 
Terra cavity to the surface.

Store heat generated during air 
compression using patented process.

Add stored heat back into the air 
stream.

Hold compressed air in Terra cavity 
using hydrostatic pressure.

Heated air drives a turbine to 
generate electricity for the grid.
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AECOM’s integrated 
services help Hydrostor 
deliver Terra systems 
globally.

Feasibility/ 
FEED Study

Value 
Engineering,

Cost Estimating

Final
Design

Procurement Construction/
Construction 
Management

Startup, 
Commissioning

AECOM’s Integrated Services

A global leader in the energy and 
engineering industries, AECOM 
provides integrated services that 
support projects from concept 
through planning, construction 
and delivery. These services 
help Hydrostor develop energy 
storage assets around the world. 

AECOM’s broad range 
of project management 
services and technical 
expertise will help your 
project benefit from 
thoroughly planned, 
developed and  
executed  
environmental  
reviews, permitting,  
EPC and  
commissioning  
support. 

A-CAES and Terra experience

Goderich, Ontario, Canada
Owner: NRStor Inc., contracted by the Independent Electricity 
System Operator (IESO) 
Power rating: 1.75 MW
Energy rating: 7 MWh

Toronto Island, Ontario, Canada
Utility host: Toronto Hydro 

Power rating: 660 kW (currently)

Energy rating: Phased expansion to accommodate  
multi-MWh.

Ongoing development
Hydrostor is engaged with utilities, commercial and 
industrial clients and developers around the world on 
projects up to hundreds of MWs.
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For more information:

Travis Starns  
Business Development Manager, Energy Storage 
303-740-3856 | travis.starns@aecom.com

Alex Fuentes  
Vice President, Business Development 
416-548-7880 | alex.fuentes@hydrostor.ca

About AECOM 

AECOM is built to deliver a better world. We design, build, 
finance and operate infrastructure assets for governments, 
businesses and organizations in more than 150 countries. 
As a fully integrated firm, we connect knowledge and 
experience across our global network of experts to help 
clients solve their most complex challenges. From high-
performance buildings and infrastructure, to resilient 
communities and environments, to stable and secure 
nations, our work is transformative, differentiated and vital. 
A Fortune 500 firm, AECOM had revenue of approximately 
$17.4 billion during fiscal year 2016. See how we deliver 
what others can only imagine at aecom.com and @AECOM.

About Hydrostor

Hydrostor Inc., a global leader in Advanced - Compressed 
Air Energy Storage (A-CAES), offers long-duration 
bulk energy storage systems that enable utilities and 
electricity system operators to cost-effectively and reliably 
address the issues of flexible generation, peak shaving, 
transmission congestion and renewables integration. 
Hydrostor TerraTM is a low-cost, utility-scale storage 
solution that is emission-free, can be deployed at any site in 
proximity to a body of water and has an unlimited cycle life 
over 30+ years. Hydrostor owns and operates the world’s 
first adiabatic CAES plant with utility host Toronto Hydro, 
located on Toronto Island. An additional facility in Goderich, 
Ontario is the world's first commercial adiabatic CAES plant, 
under contract to Ontario’s Independent Electricity System 
Operator. Hydrostor can offer a complete solution, including 
financing and warranty. Learn more at hydrostor.com.  
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